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STRATEGY OF TRUTH
AS A WAR WEAPON
Comes now Archibald MacLeish, director
of the Office of Facts and Figures, Washington, and asks publishers of United States
newspapers, assembled at an Associated
Press meeting in New York, to see that
enemy propaganda, expected soon to lead
the way for a peace offensive, is exposed.
We think it may be assumed the press,
jealous now as always of its right to print
the truth, will not slacken in its devotion
to the cause of freedom in this Nation
and elsewhere.
Hitler has won world fame by double
crossing his best friends, by imposing the
might of his warlike people upon weaker
nations whose leaders had been lulled into
complacency by his worthless promises, and
by using his genius for propaganda and his
understanding of the gullible masses. His
most potent weapon is the lie and he has
told the world that the bigger the lie, the
easier it is believed by common people.
The American press never has been duped
by Hitler, altho a few isolationist newspapers still seek to deter the war effort by
casting dark innuendo at our leaders.
Newspapers have printed thousands of
columns of opinion voiced by well informed
veterans of World War 1 to the effect that
Germany was let off too lightly before, that
she should be made, this time, to understand and appreciate fully the enormity of
her crime against civilization.
The press will not change in printing the
truth; and our Asscsciated Press organization is the best implemented agency in the
world to find out and to relay to its members what the truth is.
What can Hitler's hordes, content to be
kicked around by their masters if they are
permitted to kick conquered peoples around
themselves, be thinking today of the bombing of Tokyo? Japanese and Germans have
been told only of glorious victories by their
men at arms, along with numerous fictions
to build morale. But the bombs which fell
upon four major Japanese cities told the
truth; and other such facts will be demonstrated from time to time, until the Mikado's
islands are blasted from end to end.
This is the kind of truth that dictators
can understand and the only kind which will
avail to win this war. Our own people have
been given the facts, bitter as these have
been since Pearl Harbor, and have proven
they can take them in stride. But what
about the masses in the Axis countries, fed
on the opium of false propaganda and lied
to about what the future holds?
Truth is mighty and will prevail. Be sure
the newspapers of the USA will print the
war facts, good and bad; and that they
will not, in any number worth mentioning,
fall victim to any peace without victory
program by Hitler and Hirioto and their
minions.
The world knows only too well there is
no hope in the conquered nations, knows

no promise of Hitler is worth anything except contempt. How then can honest newspapers lend themselves to propaganda which
seeks to lull citizens of the United Nations
into accepting a peace which will leave Hit-
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Newspaper folk are realists. They do not
hope for the impossible. Hence, they will
not lend themselves to even the most cunningly devised plans of Hitler, Goebels and
cohorts to foist a peace upon the world
which could only lead to another war a
generation or less from now.

No one is old enough to know better than
to wish they were young.
111
One machine makes 40,000 matches a
minute--which apparently isn't enough to
keep smokers from being out of them.
The cotton that goes into a medium-priced
auto would make four uniforms for soldiers.

Needs A Di

Glory Battle-Scarred But Unbowed

ler in power or permit the treacherous little
yellow devils of Japan to continue along
their arrogant way?

PUBLICITY AND NEWS
IN THE LEADER
The late Joseph Pulitzer's formula still
prevails. "When they try to get it into
the paper," he used to say, it's publicity.
When they try to keep it out, it's news."
Roget's International Thesaurus says publicity is that which is promulgated, put
forward, that upon which the spotlight is
thrown. The same authority declares news
is information, intelligence, fresh tidings, a
beat or a scoop.
Perhaps these shadings are still too fine,
so here's our own: Publicity is anything
somebody wants published; news is what
news folk want to publish, first.
Today newspapers, especially the small
town, community press, are flooded with
publicity from an ever increasing number
of sources. And quite a lot of this publicity
goes into trash baskets, where the only useful purpose it possibly can perform is finally
to find its way into salvage the Boy Scouts
are gathering these days to help Uncle Sam
win the war.
Uncle Sam is, in our experienre, the
greatest seeker of publicity the world has
ever known; and becoming rapidly worse
now that he thinks he must try to get free
newspaper space for a wide variety of war
agencies, in addition to all his alphabetical
pets, the treasury department, the postoffice department, employment services and
all the other regular space grabbers at
Washington.
The Leader tries to be as patriotic as the
next fellow. It regularly gives much space
to forwarding the many more or less officially constituted organizations and agencies
calculated to help win victory,for the democracies. But it yearns also to be known as a
NEWSpaper; and well realizes that, should
it give over all its space to publicity, it
very shortly would have no claim to being
news-worthy and just about as quickly,
would cease to be valued.
Much publicity serves useful purposes.
Regularly The Leader prints church news
(really publicity insofar as the routine announcements are concerned), farm bureau
notes, 4-H Club, Homemakers, FSA, AAA,
FHA and all the other routine items the
neighbors bring in. Large numbers of
persons who read The Leader are interested
in these regular, tho purely mine run announcements, and hence they are worthy of
space in a community newspaper.
But they do not constitute the kind of
NEWS that sells newspapers; which is why
current events affecting the persons who
live and do things in Princeton and Caldwell county have first claim upon our news
columns.
Fresh, or spot, news is first in The Leader; next come the pictures . . . local and
'round the world via Associated Press. If
you have other ideas about how we can
make The Leader more interesting, tell us
about them or write us a letter. Or better
still, write a piece for the paper, or an
editorial, or send us a picture. Your help
will be appreciated.

ril 30, 1942
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This oil-stained American flag was flying proudly from a captain's gig in Peas I Harboi
when
the Japs staged their surprise raid Dec. 7, and was torn from its staff as the bombs began falling. Lieut Comdr. Fred Welden retrieved it from the bay and sent it to a brother in Iowa. Holding
the flag are L. E. White (left) and Clyde E. Wilson, yoeman in the naval recruiting office
in
Kansas City, Mo.
—AP Telernat

fighting man's
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
The Shelbyville Sentinel, published by Daniel and James O'Sullivan, carried a prediction on the
front page concerning a gentleman who said the war would be
over in six months. The item, in
part, said: "My boy was inducted
into the army March 15. He has
never to my knowledge held a job
over six months in his life, and
with this as criterion, the war
will be over September 15."
Tom Underwood has been to
New York and from what he
writes in the Lexington Herald it
is a good place to stay away from
. . . Some years ago the late R. E.
Butler, merchant, for whom the
local high school is named, remarked to a friend after a visit
to a city: "I have learned where
all the city folks are rushing constantly . . . Away from work."
Harry Hale, who surrendered
a commission in ,the Army last
year because his health was bad
and who latterly has been working on a Sarasota, Florida, newspaper, is working for Uncle Sam
again, this time on a land acquisition project, also in Florida.
He and Mrs. Hale still reside at
Sarasota.

1k

(4aster Commissioner Mrs. Amy
Frances Littlepage is back on the
job after having been confined to
her home with mumps. She had to
nurse Julian Gene while at home.
He had it too. And then Papa
Julian took a job at Madisonville!
Mark Wheeler, the K. U.'s new
trouble shooter, seems to be a
gent of rare parts. The neighbors
say he has boundless energy and
a right wood will . . . Which probably explains why Marshall Eldred's home garden looks infinitely better than it did at any time
last year.

yfik

As readers of this column may
have gathered, I am the experienced gardner who, having tried
it once, now limits his efforts to
watering the little plant in the
window pot.
/11
A. P. Yates, one of the most
active members of the Caldwell
Sportsmen's League and A heavy
lifter on the membership committee, is vastly pleased with
treatment accorded Caldwell county hunters recently by the State
Division of Game and Fish in
the matter of quail for liberation
hereabouts. Members of the League
a n d farmers distributed 260
Bob Whites recently, sent here by

P.

the State agency. In the entire
State, 29,320 quail were liberated
this year, a record.
If Saul, Dot and Marvin have
won control over those wild
onions in their front yard, invitatation is hereby extended to fight
dandelions which currently threaten to take our place.
The old-fashioned iceman may
come back into his own if the
war lasts. Electric refrigerators
are "frozen" and ice-boxes will
be in demand . . . Which won't
make "My Christian Friend" LGC
mad in the slightest.
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Sodding of ground in front of
the new State Office building,
Frankfort, is progressing well,
transforming the approach to the
fine structure amazingly. A large
evergreen tree has been planted
in the center foreground. But still
the unsightly old prison gate remains, a blot upon the fair new
landscape.
Frankfort is as pretty a little
city just now as can be found
in
Kentucky . . . which is saying
much. And those with time, and
eyes to see, can profit much by
leisurely inspection of the
State
Capital. Especially is this true
of
the grounds about the
capitol,
still in process of renovation,
the
Governor's mansion and the cemetery, where 80 many of the
State's
illustrious dead are entombed.
1111,
But Frankfort is like all
other
towns of any size these days
. ..
It reeks of war, its
hotels are
crowded, its eating places
full to
running over at mealtimes
... and
their food far below
par. Best
place to be is at home,
especially
if home is a small town,
removed
from the hurry, bustle
and depressing influences of war.
Last week the dailies
carried
news that large tire
companies
are running tests on
private tracks
of tires made without
rubber; but
just when a lot of us
were giving
cheers at the prospect
of getting
new tires, the makers
hurriedly
sent out statements
that while
they were hopeful,
replacements
are yilikely until the
war ends.
1114
ue to scarcity of paint
the
center line on the highway
s will
soon disappear, says a
news item.
This is gonna be very
hard on a
lot of drivers down this
way who
think the line NVELS put
there for
them to drive their left
wheels on.

The War 24 Years A
From Our Files of April 2
Inmates of Caldwell
poorhouse added their bit
government's gigantic e
finance America's fight in
War I this week, with p
of three Liberty Bonds.
mates were not solicit
bought the bonds "becau
wanted the United States
the war."
The Princeton Hosiery
vertised for 100 girls a
men today to work in
the increasing number o
who are away at the battl
Princeton sent 16 more
to training camps this w
boys were entrained h
Camp Zachary Taylor.

Prosperous American
Send FDR Fine Rug
By Jack Stinnett
(Wide World Features)
Washington. — People s
kinds of things to President
velt—jars of peaches, sta
ship models for his coil
gadgets for his desk—but
the most unusual was a 15
foot rug.
Woven into it in bright
ters were the words "Rein
Pearl Harbor."
It was no ordinary rug—n
or string mat. It was a P
rug. The President turned it
to an auction house to be so
the money to be donated
Treasury for the war t x
rug expert said it pro).
$1,000.
What was significant alma
gift was that the sender
sign his name to the accom
ing letter. He identified hi
only as an American
in America some ye;'
only $25. This is wl
said:
"I have prospered hen
though in a modest waY•
all I have enjoyed a waY
which I had never known
I found tolerance and freedo
"It is my gratitude for
blessings which makes me
to do something toward the
fling of our war. I have 0
limited amount of cash,
hope that the rug which
donating can be offered for
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WHAT IT MEANS . . .

0 Needs it Dime Or Two

War On Inflation

all prices (the law now lets ofBy Herman Allen
ficlals set ceilings as they see
Wide World Features
In Wartime, when production fit) would end the whole trouble
110t
fighters LUC
of "consumer goods"—like food, But economists opposed to the
bloody battle bled from wounds inflicted on
clothing, hot water bottles and universal price ceiling plan as
•filiiting
pepper, Mary Eld- Freedom since George Washingradios—is chopped off right and a cure-all contend that this
pograsky,J. a Lester ton . . . I don't wave as an
left, the gates are open for infla- would happen:
colors ornament, a piece of cloth . . .
Since more money is availtion. More people have money to
who carry the work a silk banner . . . I
have a
spend, but there are fewer things able, the value of money will go
hods , , Will
a shining heart that beats in , the breast
to spend it for. Frantically grab- down. Merchants, compelled to
, Princeton
of boys . . . I ,have
bing for the things that are left take this depreciated currency,
all they ask is of millions
that runs thru the veins of
in
life
person
buyers create a further shortage will seek to get rid of it and put
from each
About 12.- fighting men . . . and a soul
and drive the prices up.
it into goods. That will make
needs support. I am the
Ideas on how to check infla- money even more plentiful in
5ost of thon . otvning that
n in all of you and
tion are flowing like water relation to goods, and all that
fighting man s heart, America
be
want to keep flying always like
should
around Washington. In general dammed up money will seek an
And
,
Ilows who this . . . Shambles, blood and
ft,
they fall into four groups:
outlet. Even in England, where
the
help
on taxes are much higher than here,
to
retain glory when I keep
death
ceilings
put
to
ls
destined
Proposa
I.
am
on and
miserable days flying and change to hope,
all prices and service charges.
bootlegging and "black markets"
ceilings on have sprung up.
dreams-come-true and ambition
love
put
to
ls
they
Proposa
2.
lives
he
wages, profits, rents, all kinds of
It is agreed by these econom!nights that can he when the battle ends . . . I'm
endur- you and you're me . . . What
income.
and by most members of
more
ists
and
LA.
3. Proposals to increase taxes Congress proposing anti-inflation
COMMANDOS START FOR BOULOGNE—Lord Lovat (right center), leader of the British Comuso. can get enough chance has the Axis?"
over plans of heavily.
>>
Front to
mando unit that successfully raided the German occupied port . of Boulogne, reads
measures that we must look at
tem the Home
d sav- the other side of the coin as well
radioed from London to New York.
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would
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than
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• By Jack Stinnett
of course, would be simply to wage limits will be set up.
for those Under the Bob Catlett said his wife practthat isn t enough and that
cated
but—
so,
Maybe
s
Feature
Wide World
keep people from having too
iced artificial respiration on him
Instead, it seems more likely
- they may appeal to WPB for much money to spend.
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too more.
On the face of it, it would savings will win out. There is
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he Church Is The Hope Of
The World
r Strength and Guidance
Fo
w
No
It
To
ng
Cli
st
Mu
We
has been a light burning in the
For 2,000 years the Christian faith
and a beacon to all men
darkness of a troubled world, a guide
everywhere.
ages, the Church has been
It has survived because, through all the
the people have turned
its shelter and its shield. To the Church
pressed, and for guidance
for strength when they were sorely
when the way was dark.
road today, must turn to the
We, who walk a dark and dangerous
Church for strength.
war. We are building the maWe, who loved peace, are now at
guns and planes and shells and
chines of war-----the tanks and
conquer.
ships, without which we cannot
building cannot insure our victory.
Yet all these things that we are
r strength than mass of men,
For Victory demands of us a greate
and weight of guns.
spirit that only the Church can
It demands of us a strength of the
the unfaltering faith that right
bestow. A strength that stems from
cruelty cannot endure; that mercy and
will triumph; that hate and
some day will rule the world.
compassion and brotherhood

If we go into battle without that faith we go as a nation strong
only in the externalities and the trappings of war. We go as
spiritual skeletons, a robot host without a soul.
Our sons and brothers who walk daily with death in the steaming
jungles and ride with death in the air and on the seas, have
learned already how great is the strength that comes from within.
"Send us bombers," they called, at first. And then "Send us
bombers and Bibles." For in time of trial, they had come to
know what fighting men have understood from Bohemund the
Crusader to Stonewall Jackson, from Galahad to Father Duffy:
The man who fights in the name of Christ fights best of all.
They know it now. We too must learn it. As a nation we must
learn it if we are to bear the hard trials, win the grim battles, and,
when victory has come, write the just peace that will endure.
The doors of the Church are open. The light of the Faith still burns.
The altars await a nation that bows its head to God and in that
act of humbleness finds strength to hold its head up proudly
against whatever foe may come.
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Death Comes To
'Dr. Pat' Morse
After Long Service
Old Fashioned Country
Physician, Was Loved
Throughout County;
Funeral Sunday

Last Rites Tuesday
For Mrs. C. H. Cummins
At Friendship Church
Funeral services for Mrs. C
H. Cummins, aunt of Mrs. W. L
Mays, Princeton, who died Sunday night at her home in Lyon
county, were held Tuesday at
Friendship Methodist Church.

The dress rehearsal for "Almost Eighteen" will be conducted tonight at 7:00 P. M. The play will be presented
Friday evening, May 1, at 7:30, at the Butler High Auditorium. Heading the cast of twelve are Dorothy Lester as Eddie's young love and Donald George who will play the part
of Eddie Barry, the boy who wants to be another Bing
Crosby. Glenn Bright as Uncle George who has a new
philosophy for working as little as possible and Imogene
Chandler, Eddie's mother, furnish some of the rollicking
laughter. Other members of the cast include Jimmy Jones,
Katherine Tyrie, Mary Sheridan, Dorothy Sheffer, Jimmy
Martin, Celeste Yates, Jim Keeney and Jimmy Mills.

Campaign Ends With
205 Signers, M. P.
Brown Reports

Officials of the Caldwell County Farm Bureau were well pleasThe Rev. Mr. Hooks, assisted by
ed with response in the memberthe Rev. Mr. Coomer, was in
ship drive which came to a
Dr. William Patrick Morse, charge. She was 69 years old.
close last week, M. P. Brown,
Mrs. Cummins was the mother
well-known physician who atpresident, said Tuesday. A memof Millard Cummins, former
bership goal of 200 was exceeded
tended sick and injured persons
Princeton waterworks superinfive and a few more are
by
in Princeton and Caldwell counlives at
now
tendent, who
expected to be turned in.
ty for more than 35 years, died
Sturgis.
Mr. Brown said an effort will
suddenly early Thursday mornMrs. Cummins lived most of
be made for greater participaing of an ailment even his long
her life in Lyon county but was
The entire cast has contributed hours of faithful applition in the Farm Bureau activiyears of medical experiences
well-known here due to freby all members and that local
defeat.
ty
could not
cation to this charming play and will merit your tears and
quent visits. She has a large
will receive greater
activities
"Doctor Pat," as people from
your laughter on Friday evening. "Almost Eighteen" guarnumber of relatives living in
emphasis than in former years.
Main street to the remotest
antees an evening of care-free, wholesome entertainment
Caldwell county.
section of the county knew him,
S. D. Broadbent, Jr., president
She is survived by four sons
all the family. Tickets are thirty cents for adults and
for
had been in ill health several
of the Kentucky Farm Bureau
and three daughters, besides her
fifteen cents for children.
Federation, met with the local
months. Death was thought to
husband. She was a member of
directors Friday night to discuss
have resulted from high blood
pressure. He was 68 years old. the Methodist Church.
phases of the State Federation
Produced by special arrangement with the
Funeral services were held
program. •
Northwestern Press, Minnepolis, Minn.
Sunday afternoon at the First
The following have joined the
Baptist Church with the Rev.
Farm Bureau the last ten days:
J. G. Cothran, in charge, assistRuby Thomas, Charlotte Adams,
ed by the Rev. C. P. Brooks,
Frank T. Linton, L. B. Sims, T.
It is sincerely hoped that twice
Hundreds who knew and reR. Akridge, V. E. Nuckols,
the usual congregation will be George Martin, Jr., Mrs. Leona
spected the doctor for, his kindQualify
Seven
Pupils
present Sunday.
ness and willingness to be of
Trader, Mrs. Lillian Pruett, Robt
For National Contest
service, attended. Burial was in
E. Traylor, J. A. Reece, J. B.
FIRST CHRISTIAN_ CHURCH
Cedar Hill Cemetery.
Lewis, Vernon Nichols and J.
In Nashville
Doctor Pat's name had been
E. and K. R. Cummins.
Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
Butler High School musicians, CUMBERLAND
a household by-word since the
J. F. Graham, Supt.
days when he rode horseback under direction of Kendall Bry- PRESBYTERIAN
Benefits paid by the iicn
"With an open door of Christthrough good and bad weather ant, brought seven superior and A. D. Smith, Pastor
tucky Unemployment Compenian Fellowship."
or drove his buggy over muddy four excellent ratings home from
sation Commission to unemployBible School, 945.
Suunday School, 9:45.
roads whenever and wherever the State Music Festival at Bowled
workers in Caldwell county
Worship
Services,
10:55.
Morning worship, 11:00.
illness called him. He was the ing Green last week-end.
during March totaled $1,058, it
Communion Service, 11:05.
Christian
Endeavor,
6:30.
The superiors were Ed Carter,
typical country doctor who plays
All music under direction of was announced today by ExecuEvening worship, 7:30.
an unforgettable part in the trumpet; Wayne Chandler, claritive Director, V. E. Barnes.
Prof.
K. V. Bryant.
Prayer meeting each Wedneslife of a community. He was a net; Donald Granstaff, drums;
The
sermon,
"The
day
Living
evening
at
7:30.
We
invite
Mason and a member of the George Greeer, clarinet; Norman
and welcome visitors to our Church—Its Missionary Passion". NOTICE!
Bromley, clarinet; Marvin PogBaptist Church.
Evening service, 7:30, sermon
church.
Notice is hereby given that
He was at his peak before the rotsky, alto clarinet and J. P.
by the pastor.
the City Board of Supervisors
t3eesley,
baritone.
advancement of modernism into
Young people's meeting, 6:30. will meet at the city hall on
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
The excellents included Marilu
a doctor's routine and never
Wednesday evening, 7:30, pray- Thursday morning, May 14, 1942,
quite reconciled himself to the Howton, flute and piccolo; C. J. G. Cothran, Pastor
er service.
at 10 o'clock for the purpose of
Sunday School at 9:45
newer activities of physicians. A. Woodall, alto saxaphone; the
Thursday evening, 7:30. Choir organizing preparatory. to reMorning worship
He belonged to the immortal flute trio, composed s of Miss
at
11:00. rehearsal. "Calling
all members." viewing and correcting the 1942
group of fast disappearing rural Howton, Betty Little and Betty Sermon theme, "He Careth For
We welcome our friends and tax assessment lists.
practicioneers that are
more Gowin, and the cornet trio com- You."
visitors. Worship with us.
Dr. W. L. Cash, Mayor.
posed of Chandler, Carter and
Baptist Training Union at
than business figures.
6:15.
Doctor Morse began his medi- Gerald Winters.
Evening worship service at
There were only 11 entries
cal training at Louisville Medical College soon after the turn from Princeton and each won a 7:30. Sermon theme, "Let Us
of the century, graduating in high distinction. The superiors Alone!"
Prayer
1907. He practiced at Farmers- are to be sent to Nashville May
service
Wednesday
ville until about 12 years ago, 14, 15 and 16, for a shot at the night at 7:30.
Let's make every Lord's Day;
when he moved his office here, National titles.
on West Court Square.
Butler's 1942 showing is the Go to Church Day.
He owned the once popular best since representatives startresort near Princeton known as ed participating in the State THE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Lake Rabbit and for years had event several years ago. Bryant Chas. C. Lancaster, Minister
will accompany the seven supSunday School, 9:45.
eriors to Nashville.
Preaching, 10:15 a. m. "The
Work of tbe......E.Idership."
hopes of reviving its attractions
Preaching, 7:30 p. m., "Why
under the name of Morse Mineral we do not practice
footwashing
Springs. He lost his health with- as an act of worship."
out taking time out from his
Come and enjoy our fellowpractice to work on his ideas.
ship.
He is survived by his widow,
the former Lena Smith, daugh- OGDEN MEMORIAL
ter of Judge M.,P. Smith, who METHODIST CHURCH
was
a
prominent
Caldwell E. S. Denton, Pastor
figure until his death several
9:45, Sunday School.
years ago. He also leaves two
11:00 A. M., "The Witness of
sisters, Miss Otie Morse and the
Spirit."
WANT HER TO KNOW
Mrs. Bob Brown; and a brother,
6:30 P. M., Youth Fellowship
YOUR THOUGHTS ARE
L C.. Morse, all of Farmersville.
service.
WITH HER, THOUGH
7:30 P. M., Evangelistic service.
YOU'RE FAR AWAY?
Winfree B. Harriss
Sunday is Go-to-Sunday School
Day throughout the state and
Winfree B. Harriss, former resiGo-to-Church day in Princeton.
dent of Princeton and cousin of
Mrs. R. W. Ogilvie, died Monday
at his home in Little Rock, Ark.
The body was brought here for
.7- PRINCETON
KENTUCKY
burial. He was the husband of
103.
j Trumirer
the former Miss Ellen Sutton,
Princeton.
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Can't Read Newspapers
In New Army Station

Army Volunteer

Lieut. Ralph Cash, who has
been stationed in Australia the
last several weeks as an officer
of the U. S. Medical Corps, has
been moved to East Caledonia,
he has advised relatives here.
he
His only complaint was
couldn't read the newspapers
published at his new station be-
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vital screen survey of our fitst
defense—the production line!

ET THE KIDS
r( WHO PUT THE

"ILT(C-BOOM
One Saddle Mare, 7-years-old, with
mule colt, two weeks old.
One Yearling Bay Mare-Mule.
One Pair Sorrel Mules (2 and 3 years
old).

UNCLE SAM'S call for more poultry and
eggs must not go unheeded. Sow',
chick must do its part—a job that is
simplified with Wayne I-Q Chick Starter. Wayne ingredients are triple-tested
for vitamins and other nutritional contents
factors that are necessary for
fast healthy growth.

FACTUAL!

INTO THIS BOOM TOWN!

NEXT

L.

—I
with BONITA GRANVILLE • DAN
DAILEY, 1R • HENRY O'NEILL
RAY McOONALO • LEO GOREY
STANLEY CLEMENT S

JACK OAKIE
George MURPHY
LINDA DARNELL
Walter BRENNAN
MILTON BERLE
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Charles Campbell, selectee, Tuesday night, April 27.
Present were Misses Curley
Morse, Neva Belle Hogan, Maietta Jacobs, Minerva McCormick and Messrs, Charles Campbell, Marshall Morse, Owen Tosh
Ray Gordon Lane and Buck
More .
Sandwiches and soft drinks
were served
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Claude Patterson, Memphis, is Ratliff Recommended For
Officers' Training Camp
visiting his family here.
Mrs. Carrie Beeler, Atlanta,
Mrs. 1. B. Tanner returned
Samuel Ratliff, Princeton boy
Friday from Birmingham where Ga., left Monday for Clinton, who was inducted into the Army
where she had been for ten after a visit her with her sister, Tuesday was recommended for
Mrs. .1. R. Catlett.
days.
an officer's training camp from
Pvt. Cherie; Nichols, Ft. Knox,
Mr. and Mrs. H. Y. B. Foster, which he should emerge in a
is visiting his parents, Mr. and Central City, were the guests few months with a second lieutMrs. Jack Nichols here this week. of Mrs. Foster's parents, Mr. and
enant's commission if accepted,
Mr. and Mrs. John Sigler, Pro- Mrs. Harry Joiner, here Wednesit was reported Wednesday. Ratvidence, were the guest of rela- day.
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odes Hostess
datim Club

HOSPITAL NEWS
Frank Herron, Princeton, submitted

to

a

major

operation

last Thursday morning and

is

steadily improving.
Mrs. Sam Hamilton, Marion,
submitted to a major operation
Monday.
Ed McDowell, Fredonia, is under treatment this week.
Master William Morrill, Marion, underwent an appendectomy
Saturday.
Mr. Allie Bradford, Marion,
remains in the hospital for treatment.

Avoid Fatigue...with
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New Printed Jerseys

Farewell Party
A

was given

farewell party
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tives here Tuesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Schul- liff was sent to Fort Benjamin
__Little Nancy Tanner Cabot, tz, Louisville, spent last week- Harrison but is expected to be
Anchorage, is the guest of her end with Mr. and Mrs. R. Roy assigned elsewhere shortly. He
grandmother, Mrs. I. B. Tanner. Towery, and Mr. and Mrs. 0. M. has three years of college work
The Young Woman's MissionMrs. Bertus Blackburn and Schultz.
and a year of military training.
ary Society of the First Baptist
Mrs. Charles Dawson, Mt. VernBernard Orange, Jackson, Miss.
Church of Fredonia, met at the
on, Ind., were guests of Mrs. E. is visiting his father, M. L.
Forests of pine and spruce
Alaska has a two-chamber
home of Mrs. J. Rogers for an
R. Wilson last week.
Orange, here this week.
legislature of 24 members which cover more than half of the
all-day meeting, Tuesday, April
Mrs. Bessie Hurley, Mt. VernMrs. Bill Miller, Clarksville, meets every two years.
area of Sweden.
2.
on, Ind., visited Mrs. C. 0. Akin Tenn., is the guest of her parThe group quilted a quilt for
last week. She is the sister of ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Pettit.
the Red Cross and a delicious
BUY DEFENSE BONDililD SAVINGS STAMPS
the late Dr. Claud Akin.
Mr. J. G. Dollar, Madisonville,
pot-luck dinner was served to
Mrs. John Holliman, Bartletts- was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
the following:
ville, Okla., and Miss Tommie E. L. McElroy and family here
Mesdames Loyd Wadlington,
Smith, Louisville, attended the Werinesday.
Mrs. Lisanby Hostess
Coy Moore, H. J. Rogers, Charles
funeral of their brother-in-law,
Mrs. J.
Ferrell, Paducah,
Brockmeyer,
Jr.,
Veldon YanTo Woman's Club •
Dr. W. P. Morse, here Sunday.
who
has been visiting Mr. and
FRONT-LACING CORSET
dell, Charles Young, Jeff Wat-,
Harold Rowland, member of Mrs. Floyd Scott the last Week
The Better Homes and Gard- son, George Rogers and
Miss
the U. S. Signal Corps, Lexing- returned home Sunday.
ens Department of the Woman's Georgia Boaz.
Gossard's front-lacing corset proton, spent last week-end with his
Mrs. J. M. Dishman and little
Club met at the home of Mrs.
-4•P
and
Mrs.
Roy
Rowparents.
Mr.
ides maximum back and abdoms
son, J. M., of Fulton. were the
Alvin Lisanby on the Eddyville
Leader
Congratulates
land,
Marion
Road.
support ... corrects posture
Mrs.
C.
W.
inal
guests
of
Mr.
and
Road, Friday afternoon, April
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Ordway,
Mary Frances Whitis, student Gowin, Hopkinsville street, Tueswhile it perfects your figure! Par24, at 2:30 o'clock for their last
Eddyville, on the birth of a at B. U., Bowling Green, spent day.
meeting of the year.
ticularly recommended for those
daughter, Monday, April 27, at last week-end with her parents,
Mrs. W. C. Haydon left TuesMrs. R. H. Dalzell, chairman
Defense or Red Cross work./14
in
the Princeton Hospital.
!pill% and Mrs. W. W. Whitis.
day for Athens, Ala., where she
of the department, presided over
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Boaz, Cobb,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lacy was called due to the illness of
the meeting, with Mrs. Dique
on the birth of a son, April 20, and little son, Tommy, spent uncle, Charles Pepper, Sr. She
Satterfield presenting the proHe has been named Douglas last , week-end with Mrs. Lacy's was accompanied by Mrs. Rogram. Her subject was "Home
Wayne.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. S. berta Laverty.
and Its Part in Winning the
Mr. and Mrs. Durward Morse, Sneed.
Paul Shroeder is spending a
War," after which Mrs. Henry
Dalton, Route 1 ,on the birth of
Martha Sevison and Martha few days in Texas this week.
Sevison read poems on "The
a son, Owen Clay, April 26.
Littlepage spent Monday
in
Mrs. Jim Vaughn, Tulsa, Okla.,
Home."
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson Madisonville.
is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
During the business session,
Thomas, Princeton, Route 2, on
Euel Dearing, member of the Sam Koltinsky, Eddyville road.
Mrs. Henry Keeney was elected
the birth of a son, Charles U. S. Signal Corps, Lexington,
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Stepresident for the coming year.
Wayne, April 14.
spent last week-end here with phens, Jr., Blytheville, Ark.,
Mrs. Lowry Caldwell acted as
his father, Arthur Dearing.
were the recent guests of his
secretary, in the absence of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Newsom parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
Card Of Thanks
R. D. Farmer.
We desire to express our most were visitors in Clarksville Sun- Stephens, Shepardson street.
Present were Mesdames Philip
"WHERE YOUR $ $ HAVE MORE CENTS"
day.
Stevens, Gordon Lisanby, Eu- heart-felt and grateful thanks
Walter
Rogers,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
The first census of the United
gene Young, Henry Sevison, C. to the many friends who reSarasota, Fla., al e the guests of States, taken in 1790, revealed a
.19errrr/7
rii."1
Keeney, membered and so kindly ministH. Jaggers, Henry
their daughter. Mrs. Gordon population of 4,000,000.
Lowry Caldwell and Alvin Lis- ered to us in our recent bereaveLisanby, and Mr. Lisanby.
anby. Visitors were Mesdames ment, in the loss of our dear
Clifton Wood was'n- visitor in
John Earl Sims, Hollingsworth mother.
Nashville Tuesday.
and
acts
of
love
Their
many
and Dique Satterfield.
Betty Lee Blackburn, student
cherRefreshments were served at considerations will long be
at B. U., Bowling Green, spent
the
fondest
by
us
with
ished
the close of the meeting.
last week-end here with her
remembrance.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Dewitt Hays and
Selectee Given
Brothers and Sisters. Blackburn.
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Shown here is just one of the many new hand
screened Printed Jerseys that our buyers selected
personally in New York last week. These lovely
flatterers have just arrived and are being opened
as this ad is written. Wear them from A. M. to
P. M.! Some have deep V neckline, others collars.
Slenderizing sherred and gored skirts. Sizes 14

k

to 20.

Before You Change
Your Name f »
Remember Ours
EFollE
B Gift Headquarters, Here, with hunyou become a Mrs.... visit

of our first
uction line!

INFORMATIVE!

ove

vtere

BROWN and WHITE!
BLUE and WHITE!
WHEAT LINEN and TAN!
shoes you love most
•.tnore swagger.
... more
andsome then ever! Look three
unes their price! High,
dway or coilege keels!
MARK MELLING

„taouari D0
'
61°
'AA

nnceton Shoe Co.
"FINE SHOES FITTED BY X-RAY"

dreds of Wallace solid Sterling gifts to
choose from, you may select the oncs
you would like to have and enter them
on our Register for Brides. Then, when
your friends come in, they will know
what to buy and you will not be embarrassed with duplicate gifts.
I

$10.95
New Evening Dresses
for the Junior-Senior Banquet
and other coming events
Soon our young world will be a-whirl with important things. Graduation, the Junior-Senior
prom, dances! She will njoy them most in one
of these adorable new creations just received and
shown for the first time. Choose from printed
chintz, seersuckers, or shark skin.

$7.95 to $21.75

II

For your flatware selection we suggest that
you see the Stradivari pattern ... an outstanding example of Wallace, exclusive "3rd
dimension" Sterling Craftsmanship.

Denham's Jewelry Store

3

The Exclusive Ladies' Store

Hopkinsville, Ky.

•••,
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Graham Advises
Better Farming

Shirley Temple Become 14 Cobb News

Agent Says Good
Management Necessary For Production

4/3q,

"There are probably as many
failures on the farm due to
poor management as to poor
soil," J. F'. Graham, Caldwell
county agent, said this week,
"and right now good management is sorely needed not only
for personal success but also
for wartime food production."
Mr. Graham said an increase
in production of many crops
and livestock now when there
is an acute farm labor shortage
is a challenge to every farmer
to put his farming operations
on as efficient basis as possible.
"Good yields contribute much
to efficient production," he said,
"and it is well to check fertilizer
maximum
fo r
requirements
yields and make plans to use
the quantity necessary."
Liberal application of phosphate is necessary to all land
to obtain most economical production of grain, hay or pasture, he said, and agricultural
lime is needed in production of
alfalfa and clovers, essential to
soil improvement. Mr. Graham
advised_ use of as much lime
and phosphate as h farmer can
obtain through ACP. He said additional lime needed should be
brought to assure good pro-

.The United States paid
$20,00/,000 tot...Mier

Derby Queen

A nice party was given by
Miss Mildred Lee Cortner at her
home Thursaay night in honor
of our future soldiers having
left the 28th. Red, white and
blue decorations and place cards
of tiny flags, added to the
patriotic spirit of those in attendance.
Mrs. Will Martin, Wallonia,
aunt of Mrs. V. T. White, this
place, is reported somewhat im-
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STOKER COAL

Comfort

Convenience
Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your (inter-!
tainment during your stay are yours,
always, at

THE

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
... Prices will oonform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.
Write
TURNER MILAM,
Assistant Manager,
roe Reservation

BE SMART!
BE PATRIOTIC!

The Government Urges
COAL HOARDING
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war production and must direct all requireine
toward the maximum effort to win the war.
We all realize and agree that the needs of
come first —in transportation, as in everything e
When it becomes necessary to divert materials ft
transportation in order to insure an uninterrupted ti
of war production, that necessity can be appreela
and will be accepted by all concerned. Then it beco
our duty as patriotic citizens to face the situa
ahead of us and alter our plans accordingly.
It means that all of us engaged in railway ra
portation—shippers and travelers and railroader,
—have got a harder job to do with fewer and
adequate tools than we had anticipated. That's our
lenge. Our answer is that we'll buckle down and
our very utmost to meet the requirements.
The job is simply harder, not impossible. We
the Illinois Central are resolved there'll be no fall
here from lack of trying.
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E. Farmer

Koltinsky

borate methods of selling, labelling, and packaging, are among
the things overdue in the food
industry . . . There will be fewer 'soap operas,' but larger cakes
of soap. Food packages will possess less entertainment value,
but more vitamins."

BAITS

FISHING

Complete line of Heddon and Creek
Chub Baits

From Cayce-Yost's Complete Tennis Stocks
Wright & Ditson Rackets
Squire Frames
Longwood
Beasley Frame
Speedwood Frame

8.50
2.95
7.50
7.95

Wright & Ditson

Tennis Balls
Dunlop and Wilson
5(.4
Others 35c, 3 for $1.00

TENNIS

See our complete line of nets, presses, rackets,

grips, covers, markers, and tapes in the Sport Shop
From Cayce-Yost's Complete Badminton Stocks

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

your best on this special Sunday
save on your cleaning through us. By
rn methods, you'll save money, save
ring them
empri7icenso.w and take advantage

• Covers with One Coat!
• Dries la floe Now I
• Ws Washable!
• 1 gallon Fluishes
Average Mum!

DEMMER'S

Wilson Head Speed

4.95

Wilson Cardinal

3.25

Wilson Challenge

2.25

BADMINTON
0•11•••API
.11•110

GAL.-(In paste form)
Mix I gallon of water and
makes 11
/
2 gallons paint

Eldred Hardware
Company
PHONE 121

Wright & Ditson Comet
Wright & Ditson Surprise
Shuttlecocks
Nets

Get your shuttlecocks direct from our humidor

fresh and lively.

Also presses, tapes, nets. Special prices to clubs.

GOLF

90c

canvaN

and Leather

2 for 1.50
Kayoco Balls
Wilson Pin Hi Balls

5 for 1.45
50c ea

Golf Bags
4.95 to 19.95

Complete lines of leading clubs . . . golf head covers
... bags ... umbrellas ... everything for golf.

THE SPORT SHO_P
___ CAYCE-YOST CO
Incorporated

Phone 111

Hopkinsville, Kentucky
smorrinamoneenemerenwerwmtilartlirlitioetweeterealreeievorimisiimm

oiricomieWit..“14.1.0.M.111•141•1.-----.11111114111.

,
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2.25
2.50
45c
1.75

From Cayce-Yost's Complete Golf Stocks
Gloves

$2.95
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guests of Mrs. Earl Gray at their
regular meeting held Friday afternoon.
Miss Alta Gresham, club chairman, had charge of the business
session. The program was presented by Mrs. Urey Lamb, Mrs.
J. W. Hollingsworth and Mrs.
Gray. An exchange of flower
and vegetable seeds was held.
Mrs. Gray's guests were Mesdames Lamb, Hollingsworth, W.
H. Beck, Dennie Cash, Emmett
Gray, 011ie Cummins, Misses Alta and Cyrena Greshani and
Nancy Scrugham.

The schedule of the Caldwell
County Homemakers' Association for this week includes the
following meetings:
Saturday, May 2, Pennyroyal
District Federation, 10:00 a. m.
to 3:00 p. m., First Methodist
Church, Madisonville.
Wednesday, May 6, 10:00 a. m.
to 3:00 p. m. home management Otter Pond
leaders, final training school of
The Otter Pond Homemakers
year, First Christian Church.
Club met Tuesday afternoon at
••
the home of Mrs. Jim Mitchell.
Hopson
The major project lesson given
by Mrs. Ray Martin on "Methods
Time savers in home laundry
of Washing and Ironing." A
were studied by Hopson Homeprogram of songs were led by
makers Monday afternoon at
the conductor Miss Lucy M.
their meeting held at the home
Mashburn. The group was adof Mrs. Felix Adams, club chairjourned with prayer by Mrs.
man. The lesson was given by
Claude McConnell, club chairMrs. Edd Darnell and Mrs. Everman.
ett Glass. Mrs. Raymond Stroube
The following members were
was in _charge of the recreation
present: Mesdames L. B. Sims,
program.
Press Blackburn, Ferd WadlingMembers and visitors present
ton, Ray Martin, Jim Mitchell,
include Mesdames Glass, Darnell,
George Martin, Jr., Lee MashStroube, Adams, Robert Young,
burn, Nolie Mayes, Hyland MitJ. C. Fox, Dewey Pool, Robert
chell, Guy Shoulders, Misses
Merrick, Misses Louise Young,
Lucy M. Mashburn and Robibe
Marianna and Betty Jane Adams,
Sims. Visitors were Mrs. Bob
Sue and Anne Lee Darnell and
Crocker, Mrs. Jack Johnson,
Nancy B. Scrugham.
Miss Irene Mashburn and Nancy
Scrugham.

Section 55 (A) of the United

what that kid's
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The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentuck
Charged With Libel
Crider,
Cooper Crider, and Mr.
(By Vivian Baker)
week.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cogwell, last
Neuline Keeling, Sturgis, was
Paducah, were guests recently
of Mrs. Cogwell's sister, Mrs. T. in town Sunday.
Grubb:
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
0. Jones, and Mr. Jones.
were
Kuttawa,
S.
and children,
Warner Adamson, of the U.
of Mr.
night
was
Saturday
Calif.,
Francisco,
guests
San
Navy,
guest of his parents, Mr. and and Mrs. Thomas Grubbs.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Leeper,
Mrs. Press Adamson, last week.
Montgomery LeepLondon,
Madisonville,
for
Saturday
He left
Conn., to enlist in training there. er, Fort Wayne, Ind., were guests
Johnny Clift, Princeton, was recently of Miss Ada Leeper and

Miss Scrugham Says
200 Members Signed
In First Few Days
Of Campaign
With 200 families signed and
the campaign only in preliminary stages. Caldwell county's
War Food Production program
shows indications of becoming
one of the largest organizations
of its kind here within the next
few weeks, Nancy Scrugham,
home demonstration agent, said
Monday.
Leaders, members of Homemakers' clubs, Farm Bureau
members and AAA committeemen are being asked to help in
the enrolment.
Miss Scrugham said every farm
family of America is anxious
to give its best in the war effort and many organizations are
soliciting help in various civilian
defense efforts. She said farm
families should not feel they are
neglecting their duty in failing
to answer calls to service that
would interfere with the more
important job of producing food
needed by the Army, the Navy
and America at war.
farm
Miss Scrugham
said
families are on the firing line
in the production of milk, poultry products, meats and vegetables. Their efforts in meeting the
record-breaking production goals
of these vital foods constitute a
dramatic and essential contribution to waging of a successful
war. Every extra dozen eggs,
quart of milk, pound of poultry,
or jar of vegetables will help to
supply the food needed for vict-

2,000 Combines To
Help Harvest Seed

:

/
2 years old, described as
Anthony Haden Guest (above), 41
the youngest prisoner of war known to have escaped from the
Germans, clutches toys that he brought with him from France,
after his arrival in London. His mother told interviewers how
they managed to cross the French border to safety. She said that
she had to drug the child in order to keep him from talking and
betraying the fact that they were English. This picture was cabled
—AP Telemat
from London to the United States.

Fire Press Agents,
Senator Advises
Newspaper Advertising
Urged To Help Sell
War Bonds
(By Associated Press)

Two thousand combines will
help Kentucky farmers harvest
big seed crops this year, if the
season is favorable for seed
production. Seed goals for the
state, as announced by the College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, include 400,000 bushels of barley. 400,000 bushels of
balba rye, 300,000 bushels of
winter oats, 1,000,000 pounds of
vetch seed, 6,500,000 pounds of
rye grass seed, 15,000,000 pounds
of korean lespedeza seed, and
large quantities of bluegrass
orchard grass, redtop, Dutch
white clover and other seeds.
Everybody Reads The Leader

Among The
County Agents
Members of homemakers' clubs
in Henderson county have canned 3,424 quarts of meats.
Edmonson county farmers are
placing their orders for western
ewes at a cost of about $12 a
head.
Good growth of small grain
crops enabled Western Kentucky
farmers to keep livestock off
young grass.
Exchanging flowers and seeds
is a feature of landscape gardening among homemakers' clubs
in Oldham county.
The Brown Mission
Utopia
club in Clay county has ordered 1,000 strawberry plants.
Donald French of Union county is one of the winners in the
Kentucky ton-litter contest.
The Meifee County Sorghum
Cooperative Association has sold
its entire output of molasses for
last year.
T. A. Duke of Mason dounty
has donated 25 acres to be used
for school lunch gardens.
More than 800 farmers attended a second-hand machinery
auction sale in Todd county.
Mrs. Roy Herndon of Spencer
county reports a net profit of
$98.45 on 390 chickens sold as
fryers.
Some peach growers in War-en county expect a half-crop,
despite the January low temperature.

Washington. — Farming out
much of the Government's printing business to small private
plants and placing of Government advertising in newspapers
were advocated by Senator Willis
(R., Ind.).
A former editor himself, Willis
told an informal round-table of
Senators, Representatives
and
members of the national small
business conference that small
printing plants and newspapers
were suffering severely because
war priorities had cut advertising revenues, in some cases by
two-thirds.
"The Government Printing Office is swamped with orders," he
said, adding he believed that 75
percent of them could be take')
care of elsewhere or not filled at
all. "The -Government should use
existing private. printing plants
instead Of expanding its own.
It could send some printers
out."
Willis suggested that the newspapers be used to advertise war
bonds and, as a measure of economy, advocated doing away with
Government press agents.
Representative P at m a n (D.,
Texas) also said much Govern- in the waste basket."
ment printing could be "farmed
out," while Representative Maas
(R., Minn.) agreed that Federal
press departments should
be
abolished because most of their
releases constituted "political
propaganda" and were "thrown

For these Warm
Spring Days
See our newest arrivals in Slacks
and Shirts for Juniors and Misses,
too . . . All colors and the very ,
latest styles.

guest of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. Clift Sunday. He left
Tuesday to enlist in the army.
Mrs. John Loyd, Miss Ann
Adamson, Miss Mildred Adamson and Clifford Baker were
dinner guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Turley.
Miss Margaret Ann Jones was
ill last week with mumps.
Mrs. H. R. Boitnott, Dawson
Springs, Mr. and Mrs. D. S.
Allen and Mrs. D. S. Courtner,
Nashville, Tenn., were guests
last week of Mrs. Essie Rucker
and Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Demonski,
Mayfield, of the Blue Valley
Creamery Co., have taken rooms
at the Gulf station.
Rev. Lafayette Layman, Smith
Grove, was guest last week of
Mr. and Mrs. William Young.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Sorey and
Mrs. Anna McElroy, Mrs. H. J.
Watson, Mrs. Thomas Grubbs
and Mrs. Loyd Wadlington attended Baptist W. M. U. at
Eddyville April 22.
Walter Young returned from
Florida 'last week, having spent
the winter there.
Mrs. John Lloyd returned last
week from Chattanooga, Tenn.,
having spent the winter there
with her daughter.
Miss Lovena Woodall suffered
an attack of appendicitis last
week.
Euel Edwin Dearing who is
enrolled in radio school, Lexington, and Arthur Dearing, Princeton, were guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. I. W. Wadlington.
Miss Roberta Morrow spent
the week-end with her parents
in Bandana.
Mrs. Robert Yeager visited in
Louisville last week.
Lucian Vozier, Dycusburg, was
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wylie
Butt last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Adrain Faught,
Norman and Frank, visited in
Owensboro Sunday .
Mr. and Mrs. John Ackridge.
Mrs. Ruble Ackridge: Charles
Ackridge and Mr. and Mrs. Veldon Yandell were in Paducah
Saturday.
L. W. Guess, Crider, who has
been confined to his bed, is
improving.
Mrs. Ivy Moore who has been
in the Jennie Stuart hospital returned Saturday.
Mrs. Rufus Atkins, Paducah,
was guest last week of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Steve Jones.
Mrs. C. W. Moore who has
been employed as operator for
Southern Bell Telephone Co. for
many years resigned her place
of duty last week because of ill
health.
Mrs. Fannie Akin, Princeton,
was guest of her daughter, Mrs.

is Not Expensive
Better grades of paper cost only a little more than
the very cheapest. The nicer appearance and longer
service far more than offset this slight difference.

AVERAGE ROOM COST
10¢ Paper—Complete____ ___ _ __ _ ____$2.81
15¢ Paper—Complete ______
$3.69
20¢
_____
$4.38

Henry Leeper .
Mrs. Lenorice Baugh and child
ren, Wayne and Nancy, Dunmore,
were guests last week of Mr.
and Mrs. T. A. Bugg and Mr.
and Mrs. David Perkins.
:Mrs. T. R. Feagan, Miss Martha Jane Feagan, Ted Feagan,
Mrs. Ray Blackburn, Mrs. Noble
Paris and Miss Edwina Rice
were in Paducah last week.
Mr. and Mrs. T. N. Fuller
Allan, Hazel and Virgie Fuller
were in Evansville Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Polk Young,
Owensboro, were guests Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Sory.
Mrs. John Coleman and Virgil
Coleman were in Evansville one
day last week.
Virgil Fuller was wee-end
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Whitt, Evansville .
Clegg,
Carmie Babb, Billy
Gerald, Keith and Harold Rogers
Misses Hazel Polk and Margaret
Zuermeuhlem, Ruby Jean Baker,
Thomas Jones, Billy Reeden, Jo
Ann Bugg, Martha Jane Belt.
Billy Sam Young, were ill last
week with measles.
Sixty percent of the farm
families in Anderson county will
grow 75 percent of their vegetable supplies.
It is estimated that there are
70 electric brooders in use in
Garrard county.
The U. S. normally requires
between 4.000.000 and 5,000,000
ounces of quinine a year.
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Edward H. James, 89, nephew
of William and Henry James,
noted writers, is shown in jail
at Concord, Mass., in default of
$10,000 bail followin hgis arrest
on a charge of criminal libel
against President Roosevelt.
Crude rubber
—AP Telemat basic industry of

If You Need New
Spring Clothes
or Cash for Bills
See Us NOW!
We're ready to supply you
with ready cash to take care
of essential purchases, pay
bills and meet other payments.
Come in or phone for information without obligation today.
See our phone and address
below.

FINANCE CORP.
1061

(Incorporated)
Market St.—Phone 470
PRINCETON, KY.
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For Chronic Sufi
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SOMETHING CAN BE DO
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the elimination of the poisons
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SOMETHING CAN
ritis, Rheumatism, Sinus,
Colds, Nera
,sulation, High and Low
Blood Pressure
:er ailments.
"16" MINERAL FUME SYSTEM
ACHIEVE THE DESIRED RESU
We are equipped to
care for house
WRITE FOR FREE
LITERATURE AND

iiinson's institu

N. 10th St.

UNCLE SAM AT BA
'No errors .. . bases loaded . . . and batting average nearing perfect
the team work behind the batter now which will decide the ul'
Victory!
It's time for the public to pitch, catch and play the outfield while
Sam and his boys in Blue and Khaki do the batting.
So His Rolling Equipment Can Be Free And The Stock
Pile Diverted to Supplying Industry This Fall He Pleas \
With You to BUY Your Fall and Winter COAL SupPlY
NOW . . . and if you don't you may find you can't get
any when you need it.

Buy Next Winter's Coal Supply NOW

. . Tomorrow

Come On Folks . . . Play Ball . . . Victory Is At Stake

WEST KENTUC
COAL COMPAN

(Incorporated)

East Ninth St.

the

oseph, Mo. (FP)—Gals who
love letters to the Lonely
and Pen Pal Club, 316
Fifth Street, are due for
.The boys who started
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their return address
t of the Buchanan counsays Sheriff S. J. Shep-

Also see our complete line of
dresses!
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May Be Too Late!
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Indigestion Kept Him
'fig Worn
Out All The
States Mr. Rankin.
Eating Hearty
Now
ing to the
grateful and
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evidence
of
well
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women:
the
erbal
stomachic and Vita1
medicine, Retonga, is
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ir From County
barged With
rand larceny
Alvin
ney Storms and
men,
county
Caldwell
melt,
placed in jail at Hopkinswith
Saturday charged
from
larceny resulting
arrest late Friday night
the scene of a series of
ian county thefts.
men were cornered in an
lane in the Clark
neighborhood by a posse
idents and held until ofarrived. Christian county
ties are investigating their
non with recent thefts of
is ,corn and other farm
• in that community.
•rs said a sack of corn
five-gallon gasoline can
•hon were found in the
at of the car occupied by
ir.
iffs deputies said tracks
the car tallied with tire
discovered at scene of
thefts. No date had been
a hearing Mond.

VALDINA ORPHAN—Here is aldina Orphan, Kentucky
Derby
entry from Valdina farms, wor ing out at Keeneland.
This threeyear old was sired by Hilltown out of Stepsister. The
Derby will
be run May 2.
—AP Telemat
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By John Selby
Wide World Features

Far and away the best recen
background book for the Russia
campaign is Alexander Werth'
"Moscow War Diary"—publishe
incidentally, by the same ma
who offered
Shirer's "Berli
Diary" to an obviously eager
public some months ago. Lik
its predecessor, Mr. Werth's book
is actually a diary. And like the
Shirer book, it obviously has ha
some patchwork done on it i
preparing the manuscript for
publication.
But Mr. Werth has sidesteppc
the greatest temptation a diaris
has when presenting pages concerning matters which have since
worked themselves out; he has
not blotted out his mistakes. Apparently he did not make many,
but the few times he was wrong,
he admits it manfully.
Mr. Werth
has a
really
thorough knowledge of the language and the people of the country in which he operates. He wa
born in Russia and lived ther

the elimination of the poisons and the assimilation of the
erals into the system, SOMETHING CAN BE DONE for
ritis, Rheumatism, Sinus, Colds, Nervousness, Poor
ulation. High and Low Blood Pressure and dozens of
r ailments.
"16" MINERAL FUME SYSTEM DID
ACHIEVE THE DESIRED RESULTS.
We are equipped to care for house patrons.
WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE AND PRICES

inson's Institution
N 10th St.

Phone 2988

Richmond, Ind.

ndigestion Kept Him
g Worn Out All The
States Mr. Rankin.
-s Eating Hearty
Now
ing to the grateful and
' evidence
of
well
men arid women; the
rbal stomachic and Vita] medicine, Retonga, is
prompt relief to thoussufferers. Mr. Tommy
a popular bus driver for
• Ville Railway
Company
ides at 720 South 24th
ville, states:
indigestion kept me
orn out all the ti,rne. I
ant much to eat, and
like every bite I swatrmented and turned to
It nervousness
and irrid although I felt
sleepy
the time I was too
restPt much sleep at night.
uP every morning feelworn out than when
to bed. I had to take
xatives all thf time. I
of weight, and
instead
g any better I seemed
arse

HOLLYWOOD—This is Hollywood, Valdina Farms entry in the
Kentucky Derby, working out at Keeneland. This three-year-old
was sired by Fairford out of Abbey Wood. The famed Derby
will be run Saturday, May 2, at Churchill Downs.
—AP Telemat

SWEET SWINGER—Sweet Swinger, with Jockey A.
Schelhamer
in the saddle, is the Kentucky Derby eligible of T. D. Buhl.
The
horse was started in 23 races as a two-year-old during the
1941
season and came home in front in three of them. He amassed a
total of $11,580 in winnings for his owner.
—AP Teletr

Missourians Eat
According To Map

He'll Sure Get Tired Of
Hoppin' On One Foot

Columbia, Mo. (W)—Missouri
eating habits are geographical.
The University of Missouri,
studying the food that's set upon 50,000 farm tables, found:
The meat eaters live in the
northwest, although chicken and
beef consumption is highest in
the northeast.
Pork, including side
meat,
spare ribs and country ham, is
a favorite in the cotton-picking
boot heel country, in the southeast.
Folks of the Ozark country are
tomato eaters.

Too Many Rescuers
Kansas City, Mo. VP)—A woman fainted downtown and police reported the rush of first
aid students, wanting to resuscitate he -, was so great they
had to rope off a space until she
regained consciousness.
until he was seventeen. His
mother was British, his father
Russian. The family used both
languages constantly, and as a
result their son was truly bilingual. When you walk down a
Moscow street with the author
of "Moscow War Diary," you
hear what the people actually
are saying.
Werth went to England from
Paris after Paris fell. Then he
went to Russia for Reuters and
the London Sunday Times. He
took with him his knowledge of
the language, a good grounding
in Russian culture, and a sincere sympathy with the new
Russia—although he was not
(and is not) a Communist. If
you would understand the difference these things make in
reporting, read Sigrid Undset's
scowling story of her journey
across Russia—and then Werth's
calm, accurate appraisals. They
contrast interestingly.
Werth reached Moscow just as
the Germans were getting under
way eastward. He left before
they began their backward journey. His book shows the Russians' confidence, their resiliency and their courage. It is the
author's opinion, in addition,
that Russia is not only anxious
for good working relations with
Britain and America after the
war, but that also it is now a
country that can be trusted. And
that it must be trusted .

Wide World Feature
American shipping. French menFrenchmen provided much of of-war
sank our ships off the
the philosophy behind the Ameri- south
Atlantic coast. Congress
can Revolution. France helped authorized
raising an army, apthe thirteen colonies win the
proved construction of 12 new
Revolutionary war. France pre- warships.
The U. S. frigate Consented the Statue of Liberty. stellation
captured a French friFrench poilus fought shoulder gate.
Three hundred American
to shoulder with Yankee doughmerchantmen were armed. It
boys in the World war.
was undeclared war.
And yet history is only repeatBut Talleyrand backed down,
ing itself when headlines blazon
disavowed the insults. In 1801 a
"U.S.-French Relations Strained." new
convention was signed, abroFour times before now have
gating the troublesome first alliFrance and the United States
ance.
been at outs.
Soon after that Thomas JefferNot counting the bloody son
became disturbed because
French-Indian wars before the
powerful France had taken over
colonies became a nation, the
New Orleans and the Mississippi
first difficulties between the two
valley. Anto-French feeling arose,
countries developed in 1793.
died down when Napoleon in 1903
In that year France and En- agreed
to sell the territory. The
gland began another war in their
United States made the Louisialong series. France expected na
purchase, its biggest bargain
America to live up to the mut- yet,
for $27,267,622.
ual aid treaty signed during the
In 1812 it was almost a tossup
Revolutionary war. But George
Washington proclaimed American
neutrality. He asserted that the
old alliance expired with the
death of the French monarchy.
• • •

France's Citizen Genet slipped
into America, tried to outfit privateers to war on British shipping. Already disturbed by the
excesses of the French Revolution, America flared up, insisted
that Genet be replaced. France
didn't like it.
Then the Jay treaty between
England and America angered
the French still further. American envoys sent to France to
remedy the situation were called
upon by the French minister Talleyrand for a $220,000 bribe. John
Adams made the facts public and
the situation became known as
the XYZ affair. Public indignation rallied around the fighting
slogan, "Millions for defense, not
one cent for tribute."

.-=

whether America would fight
Baltimore, (R)—If you happen
England or France. Both coun- to see a red-faced thief around
tries were violating American these parts, here's the reason: A
shipping and international rights
once more. But the British were
rougher and American sympathies were pro-French. So the
War of 1812 was
with
the
British.
It was another Napoleon who
caused the last crisis until now,
Louis Napoleon Bonaparte, nephew of the conquerer. In 1861 he
sent an army to Mexico to set up
Maximilian of Austria as ruler of
that proposed addition to the
French empire.
The' United States was busy at
the time with its Civil war, but
soon after that ended. Yankee
veterans made ready as if to expel the would-be monarch. The
French withdrew.
It was nearly sixty years later
that an American soldier said in
Paris, "LaFayette, we are here."

case of shoes was stolen from
an automobile. But it was a
shoe salesman's car and the case
contained sample shoes—all for
the left foot.

This Hook Bites Fish
Buffalo, N. Y. (4'I—If the fish
won't bite, John Perkins, CurtissWright Corp. employe, knows
what to do about it. He's invented a hook which bites the fish
instead. Perkins says the hook
works by springs and grabs the
fish when it nudges the bait.

NATIONAL
LICE AND
ACCIDENT

"Shield Man"
Phone 464
Princeton, Ky.

Princeton's

.=

Stoker Service Men
Recommend

The French started harassing

'STOKE COAL'

Gus Kortrecht, Agt.
Insurance
Fire and Auto

Capital Stock Co. Insurance
Is safe and reliable.
•
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 513
Over Penney's

Results
"Retonga relieved me so wonderfully I simply feel like I
have a new lease on life. My
wife says she enjoys cooking
for me now since I can eat a
hearty meal again. My nerves
have settled down, the sluggish
elimination is relieved, and I
I
feel worlds stronger since
gained back fifteen pounds of
my lost weight. Everybody who
suffers as I did ought to know
about this wonderful Retonga."
Thr sands praise Retonga. Ascept .io substitute. Retonga may
be obtained at Dawson's Drug
Store.—adv.

HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP AND HOGS . . . REMOVED

Phone 423

iP#XerBoi/hi//Wil

Princeton, Ky.
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Sugar Rationing
Registration Will
Begin Next Monday
4

Thursday A. •

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentuck

E5e Eight
Smile Not For Japs

Caldwell Again
Gets Hemp Appeal

Questioned By Grand Jury

Popular Dentist Announces Specialized
Service After May 1

100 Acres Needed
In County For Army
And Navy

Persons With Six
Pounds On Hand Will
Not Get Stamp
Books Now

Dr. B. L Keeney To
Limit Practice

Daniel Boone May
Appear On Kentucky
Sesquicentennial Stamp
(By Associated Press)
Washington.—Daniel Boone is
now ranked as the favorite to
appear on the special stamp to
be issued in honor of the 150th
anniversary of Kentucky's admission to statehood.
Aides of Senator A. B. Chandler (D.-Ky.), said the Post Office
Department was 'studying the
possibility of adapting for the
stamp a painting of Boone which
appears at the top of a stairway
in the new state capitol at
Frankfort.
The painting depicts the famed
pioneer standing with several
companions on a hill top and
gazing across a stream at rolling
country that spreads into the
distance.

EP

Fighting Men
(Continued from
pap
A uAsit(
irli
alliliti.r be:ph:lineceiltuantamix:
Calloway, son of
Mrs.
Calloway, also has beer
from in several monk

in the Navy and
Kentucky must increase their
After May 1, Dr. B. L. Keeney,
last
mother from San
intended acreage of hemp seed
prominent dentist of Princeton,
p
about Christmastime
exit
by 5,000 acres, to produce the
will devote his practice
lieved Joe is on
some
supply of seed needed for 1943
clusively to diagnosis of oral
requiring secrecy
Persons with six pounds or
fiber production, to assure the
and
is
making
diseases, extractions and
casualty of war.
more of sugar on hand will not
Army and Navy sufficient fiber
Ensign
anaccording
Wood
to
artificial teeth,
Jr., has sent
for caulking ship bottoms, for
get a book of stamps when they
word
times to his parents
nouncement appearing elsewhere
rope and other war purposes,
register next- week and will
here
safe
but
his station is
Curtis E. George, county chairin this issue.
have to get along the alloted
A Caldwell
man of the USDA War Board,
sailor,
Dr. Keeney, a native of Caldtime a book will last on their
Adamson, who was
said Wednesday
on the
completing
after
county,
well
S. Pennsylvania at Pearl
present supply, Bob Jacobs, raL. Perrin Schwartz (above) of
Kentucky has been given the
is here on a short
Member, said
tioning board
job of producing sufficient hemp Royal Oak, Mich., editor of the his high school education in the
leave.
action December 7,
Tuesday.
seem to plant an acreage in 1943 weekly magazine 'o'Scial Just- Princeton schools, entered the
but
through without a
He said each person is perthat will meet fiber require- ice," is shown as he arrived at School of Dentistry, University
scrat
pounds
of
mitted to have Mr°
This smile is not for the Japs ments. Mr. George pointed out the District of Columbia courts of Louisville, receiving his D.
sugar on -hand, 'for which no as Woodrow Goodwin poses non- that if Kentucky farmers do not building in Washington, D. C., D. S. degree in 1923. He returned
stamps will be removed from chantly in a palm trimmed set- grow the acreage necessary to be questioned by a federal to Princeton to practice and
the book, but for the next four ting in Hawaii. Goodwin joined there is grave danger the Army grand jury studying the activi- for more than a decade has
pounds a stamp will be removed the Navy almost two years ago. and Navy will not have an ade- ties of foreign propaganda agents. been outstanding in the dental
for each.
. —AP Telemat profession, especially in making
He was a Princeton Taxi driver quate supply of this material.
In the case of families, Mr. before teaming up with Uncle
Mr. George stated that a perartificial teeth.
Jacobs said, who have several Sam and is a son of Mrs. G. C. sonal appeal is going out to a
He has attended State and
pounds of sugar, the quantity is Goodwin, South Jefferson street. group of farmers who have land
National clinics and received
divided and if found excessive Woodrow has not been heard best suited for hemp seed propost graduate instruction in denstamps are torn out equally from from in the last several weeks duction. He said Caldwell county
ture work from leading members
all books.
have
of the dental profession. He,
contracted
but. it is assumed he is still in farmers
to
Princetonians
register
will
there pitching. He is a cousin plant 35 acres. A minimum of
himself, has conducted clinics
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday of Mrs. Joby Loftus, popular 100 acres is desired in this counbefore many dental meetings,
FlagCourt
No
Says
and Thursday at Butler High employe of the AAA here.
ty.
and in 1937 was awarded
a
rant Violation On Part Fellowship
School and county residents will
Farmers who have land suitaDegree in the Intersign up at their school district Wholesalers, retailers, institu- ble for hemp seed
Of Cumberland
production
national College of Dentists beheadquarters the same
days.
cause of his contribution to the
tions and industrial users were are being asked to produce a
Swinford
Frisaid
Mac
Judge
Mr. Jacobs urged people of registered separate')
Monday small acreage as a patriotic duty.
advancement of the profession.
There is a dearth of housing accom
Princeton and Caldwell county
Applications should be filed day in U. S. District Court at
A few years ago, Dr. Keeney
and Tuesday.
prompt
be
get
to
and
the job
believe
Paducah
he
not
did
with
Mrs.
Lillian
persons
exPruett, secrewas offered a professorship in
Mr. Jacobs said all
tions, especially in defense areas. Existing
done on the designated days.
was any flagrant disobed- the School
cept members of the armed tary of the USDA War Board, there
of Dentistry, Univerience
the
of
law and that the sity of Tennessee,
should be repaired and improved now,
forces who receive regular gov- AAA office, at the earliest possiMemphis, but
ernment rations and people con- ble date, since planting season case was one of mitigating cir- declined the offer because of his
labor and materials for defense
cumstances when the Cumber- preference
fined to public or private insti- is here.
for private practice.
Effective now, all classified ads
Manufacturing Company
land
4
•
tutions, unless temporary, must
be needed more later. Non-essential con
must be paid for when ordered,
was convicted -of violating Fedregister. He said persons who Warning Is Issued
Future
Farmers
Hold
except in cases of business firms
eral wage and hour low provition has been halted but there is a nation.
are not members of a family unit
having regular advertising acsions
To State Fishermen
District Meeting Here
must sign up individually. In
campaign to repair now.
counts with The Leader. There
C J. Bishop, president, was
other cases one member of the
(By Associated Press)
About 200 Future Farmers of
will be no deviation from this
fined
$100
each
on
of
16
counts
family is asked to register for
Frankfort—Warning that fishrule.
and the company was fined $250 America met at Butler High
the entire group.
ing will be illegal after Thursday
on each. Fines were suspended School Saturday for their anFOR RENT: Three-room apartPeople who take all their and all during May, except for
on
the condition rectitution be nual district convention. Reprement. Private entrance, bath meals at restaurants and have use of pole and line in certain
made
to employes to satisfaction sentatives from Caldwell, Lyon,
and garage. See Alfred Shore. no intention of buying sugar parts of navigable streams and
Trigg, Webster, Hopkins, Union,
of
the
wage and hour adminis519 Hopkinsville St.
are nevertheless entitled to in ponds, was issued by the
trator. The judge ordered court Christian and Fayette counties
books, he said.
State Game and Fish Division costs
discussed plans for the coming
FOR SALE: Frigidaire walk-in
divided
between
Mr.
The following plan to save today.
year. C. A. Horn, principal of
HENRIETTA HOTEL BUILDING
model, and Frigidaie0 refrigeraBishop and the company.
time and prevent in the regisThere are no restrictions on
tor, both for'butiness house. See
Assistant Urifted States District Butler, and his Future Farmers'
Phone 46
Princeton,
tration confusion has been de- fishing in ponds, but the law
W P. McLin.
2tp
Attorney' J. Iti.) inmett who pro- Club were in charge of the
vised, Everett Howton said says that in navigable rivers
program.
secuted the ca ge for the governWANTED: to rent or buy on in- Wednesday.
angling must be only ,with pole .rnent, stated
in his 'recommendaTime of Registration: 2 p. m. and line and must not be done
stallment plan, a 'piano, in good
tion to the cOurt that an esticondition. Call 716 'between 8:30 to 9 p. m.
above the last lock and dam. mated $3,500
was due employes
Monday, May 4, registration Locks and dams are numbered
and 11:30 P. M. •
I tp
of the company in back wages.
of persons whose names begin from the mouth of the river
MAN WANTED for Rawleigh with
A, B, C, D, E, F.
upward, so that the last one is
Ian Defense," which explains
Route of 800 families. Write
Tuesday, May 5, registration that nearest the head waters of
today. Rawleigh's, Dept. KYD- of
what to do in a blackout, air
persons whose names begin the stream.
215-SA, Freeport, Ill.
raid
conduct, how to handle unwith G. H. I, J, K. L, M.
exploded bombs, requirements
Wednesday,
May
6,
registraFOR RENT: Apartment: also
Bank Sends Customers
for air raid shelters, practical
large bedroom with private bath. tion of persons whose names be- Civilian Defense Book
first aid and don'ts for civilians
Mrs. Leban Kevil. Phone 38 3tf gin with N, 0, P. Q, R, S.
The First National Bank is in emergencies incident to
atThe average person consumes almost a ton of food
Thursday, May 7, registration mailing out
every year. It is not
to customers
a tack by the enemy.
THE ANSWER- to your selling of persons whose names
begin
quantity, but the quality, that counts. Let your
Red
Front
Store help you
problem whatever it may be. with T, U. V. W, X, Y, Z.
this problem. More for your Money ,.all the time.
You may be trying to sell a
County Superintendent Edward
horse or a harness, an automo- Blackburn said county
regisDevils
bile or a baby buggy. You may trants will be signed up
Jack Frost
from
be offering a course of instruct- 1 o'clock to 5 o'clock each
Chocolate
day
ion, trying to rent a room or from May 4-7, at
Lewistown,
to locate the owner of something White, Cobb, Friendship,
FlatKraft's, American, Brick CC
you've found. Whatever you're rock, Farmersville,
Hall and
or Velveeta, 2 lb. box ..)..)(
selling, Leader want ads give Crider.
lb. 12
C
Doriedtry
you a quick, economical way to
nil
find a market. Phone 50 to place
Yellow in
Chile has levied a special cigPi lb. 11
King Bee
any kind of an ad in Leader aret tax to help pay for
Save On All Baby's Needs!
naval
1.1r
1g. earls
Flavored
Honey
classified.
2
vessels
NATIONAL BABY WEEK
s.ar
Armour's
40:00rar...0920CCe
icans9c
Sunny Tucker
can, 2
tall
No, v.

1
70

Ii flourspar
in Discovered
le
ar farmersvil
Many
st Strike In
On
ears Reported
Six
rowder Farm,
iles From Here

moved sever
well county
up the floursp
es higher
Thursday when the larg
discove
richest vein of ore
many yea
in
section
this
owned
struck on a farm
Crowder, near Farme

Repair

Fines Suspended
By Federal Judge

For

Defense
ho

CLASSIFIED ADS

purposes

PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS
LOAN ASSOCIATION

nsumers.
lb 21( CookesMarsh
i malloaA
Apples
Lyc Syrup
Pink Salmon

Cake

Cheese
sySruunps,hine
Peaches
Potted Meat
Apple Butter
qi‘,
oving
Salad DressingS7airTeer:taitair'25 Cleanser LCup
Mulk
3 25( Cherrieszded

TOTS' FROCKS

"Little lady" dresses, with tiny
basques, puffed sleeves, adorable
trims! Fine cotton
and rayons! 1 to3.

pure, extra lg. A3,4
120 oz. jar

98e

Folds For Travelling!

CARRIAGE
Heavy covert cloth with protective hood, drop front
and foot brake! Blue.

4.98

or tallc
can 9c

Leans

1.1
3c 1
2
No.

cans

2

cans

Metal Frame

BABY SWING

1
1

For the control of
mites, burn all trash
and rubbish. Then
spray or scrub all
floors, walls, perches
and equipment with
Revenge Litter spray
mixed with kerosene
ore distillate.

Play tray with colored
beads; equipped with
suspension spring hook.

Sprayr contains such
pleasant relief agents
as oil of Eucalptus,
camphor, m e nthol,
creosote and pine oil.
For treatment of colds,
roup and tracheitis.

WOOD DRUG CO.
Phone 611

Fresh And Cured Meats

wood

CHUCK BEEF ROAST
(club steak lb. 29c)

1-19

Cunning Chenille

FRESH PORK STEAK (cut
from tender lean hams)

CRIB SPREADS
Delightful nursery designs in
fluffy pink or blue chenille
tufting! Launder well! 1AMPn9
R
El ROBES and
BOOTEE SETS
Batiste DRESSES
with dainty trim! dab
Ell COZY GOWNS— An n
of soft stockinette 10
El Baby Boy SUITS
Washable cotton! UUtt
El BABY BASK
—For traveling_.
El2

Ei

49c
Enn

Eng,

49

SLICED BACON

ID Crib BLANKET
Soft. cozy cotton! $1
Birdseye Diapers 6 foi
Extra absorbent! 79c
Pretty SACQUES
Knit of all wool' U06
BABY RECORD
BOOKS
CRIB SHEETS- log
,
Smoothly woven'Lato

non

49

Li

BABY BATHINETTE

$4.93

BOLOGNA SAUSAGE

24(
lb. 35(
29(
lb.

1 lb. pkg.

Fresh Fruits and Vegetable
Winesap
APPLES
CELERY
large stalk

Commencement Exercises Scheduled For
Thursday, May 14
baccaulaureate sermon 1,
nia High School will
Sunday, May 10, at th
nia First Presbyteri
h with the Rev. J.
in charge.
c night will be May 1
commencement
exercis
be conducted Thursda
t, May 14, with Harper
Ga
Popular Malisonville spea
delivering the address.
Sarah Gill, daughter
• and Mrs. Albert
Gill, Cride
valedictorian
and Miss M
Jane Feagan,
daughter
and Mrs. T. R.
Feagan,
torian of the class of
194

Attends Area
mg At
Lexington
V

Charles P. Brooks le
Lexington Monday where h
ded a
three-day meeting
arid directors
of youn
le's
conferences of this are
of several
adjoinin
tes• Purpose of
the meetin
to plan
the work for th
Cr.Mr. Brooks is
directo
the
Kuttawa Conference.

YOUR OWN quota,
is 10%!

New Texas
YELLOW
NEW CABBAGE

Iton To Address
edonia Seniors

11

PRUNES extra large 20 to 30
to lb., 10-lb. box $1.23

Carnation,

vein, reported to measu
feet in depth, w
than 14
Perki
red by Preston
h
who
prospector,
e
years in quest of a g
material in Cal
1 of the
payoff stri
county. His
as flou
time
good
a
at
has risen sharply in val
t,ionneal pwroagrrenseesivdes.
to eignali
litt
between Princeton and Fr
week
hummed
k w
for
backya
b
itsa ownthois
info ed
Two or three good siz
and several smaller' d
in that section of Cal
have been producing sp
years and the latest di
is expected to bring pr
' to a level with impor
centers in Crittenden count
large number of men wi
employed at the new min
was reported, but owne
when the wo
not say
get underway.
is only s
frrn
a
outside Princeton, just o
Marion Highway. The Illino
al railroad is but a sho
from the deposit.

3

lbs

Oranges, grapefruit, bananas,
straw berries, celery, head lettuce, leaf le"
radishes, green beans, bell
peppers, fresh tomatoes, cucumbers, etc.
More for
money all the time.

RED FRONT
CASH &

CARRY STORES

* *
*
Lead
C your country 10% of
Nos
your pis
the
No!
Natio
borrow) 100%1 end Jain t4k•
Titles what
we end every one
N Nee
of
today!
7ktorr
defeet1
'Oleg War
Bonds or selling OUP.
latti
slavery!
,Gottbai tout), with
OftNII taken by
ourselves ere
the Axi1?
ow
quota—end
10%
everybodY's
11 *tit NI
w•g•s or Income
WAR BONDS
•nd
ISN
America's all-arot
INNale
°lonely*
your
-as to et
WAR 1004 D
sayleast 10%—NOW
Crel the
details front
anat. poet
40""n
i
l et
,
offic•
or other
.0 salts
AN
agency . .
TODAY!

;

